From: Ravi Shah <ravi@2minutemedicine.com>
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2019 2:14 AM
Subject: Writing and Professional Development Opportunity

2 Minute Medicine® is an academic organization that curates and produces concise reports of clinically-relevant, high-impact medical studies (2minutemedicine.com). The organization produces about 90-100 expert-reviewed summaries per month and serves over 100,000 monthly page views in over 120 countries. The company currently has a staff of over 50 physicians, faculty, researchers, and medical students at schools across the continent. Our reports have appeared on numerous patient organizations and are often referenced or used by major media outlets as well as university press releases, including Harvard Health Publications. Some notable content subscribers include Forbes, BWH, UNC, McLean, PLOS, and editor-in-chiefs of several top medical journals. Our reports are syndicated around the world including on AccessMedicine (https://goo.gl/XXMuQY). Writing for 2 Minute Medicine is great way to get your name out there into the public eye and build a documented interest in your specialty for residency and beyond.

We are currently recruiting and are looking for **enthusiastic and committed** medical writers to report on breaking medical research in an area of your interest. Experience in interpreting scientific literature and comfort in writing are recommended. You will be focusing on conveying complex medical topics to the level of a college educated person, keeping in mind the goal is to help physicians and the public to become aware of research they may not find in typical clinical journals, including concepts in basic science they may not be familiar with.

**COMMITMENT:** Each article takes about 1 hour to write (will vary), and writers are required to write on roughly an every-other-week basis as a *minimum*. You may work more if you wish – as much as you want!

**COMPENSATION:** Writers are compensated per article. This is not a volunteer position.

As I pursue my career in medicine, I have enjoyed being well-versed in the newest medical literature and have seen my skills in medical writing strengthen greatly.

**CONTACT and APPLICATION SUBMISSION:**

Please fill out the centralized application form at [http://goo.gl/5nVUrj](http://goo.gl/5nVUrj). All applicants should ensure they are authorized to work in the United States.

Questions can be sent to info@2minutemedicine.com.